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“What a Savior!” 

                   Mark 5:1-20 

I. Defeating Darkness 

Gersa 

I. Defeating Darkness 

• It would have largely unpopular for Jesus 

to go to Gentile territory first, and then 

minister to a Gentile who lived in an 

unclean tomb and had a demon.  But that 

is what He does. 

 

I. Defeating Darkness 

• The man with the “unclean spirit”: 

–Lived in the tombs (vs. 3) 

–Unable to be bound (vs. 3) 

–No one could subdue him (vs. 4) 

–Day & night he screamed and cut himself (vs. 5) 
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I. Defeating Darkness 

• Demons are seeking to destroy and 

corrupt God’s ordained, created order.  

• It is the demon who rightly acknowledges 

Jesus’ deity.  They realize who Jesus is and 

what He is capable of doing.  

I. Defeating Darkness 

• Let’s not get lost in the details of the 

possession. What we see is a man who had 

been afflicted for a very long time and 

nobody but Jesus could help him.  

II. The Crowd Responds 

• The crowds would rather have a crazed 

man inhabited by demons in their midst 

than Jesus Himself.  

• Jesus had just hit these people in the most 

tender part of their anatomy: their 

pocketbook.  

II. The Crowd Responds 

• Rather than turning to Jesus in worship, 

they turned from Him to the darkness 

they preferred.   

• Jesus doesn’t overstay His welcome. 
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III. The Healed Man Responds 

• Jesus commanded the delivered man to go 
to the Decapolis, a Gentile community, 
and bear witness of the transformation in 
his life.  

• If Christ can set us free then He can set 
others free. That is the message of 
encouragement we need to share with 
others in spiritual bondage.  

A Sobering Thought 

• The tragedy of life is that we have the 

awful power of severing ourselves from 

His influence. Christ commands unclean 

spirits, but He can only plead with human 

hearts.  


